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Background: The field of higher education abounds with qualitative research aimed at highlighting the needs, struggles,strengths, and motivations of academically struggling students. However, because of the small-scale nature of these studies, theyrarely enter the public debate or impact institutional policy concerning access, remediation, academic standards, and studentliteracy. Recently, educational researchers have called for qualitative researchers to “power up” their data by conductingmeta-analyses that compare, combine, and aggregate findings across individual qualitative studies.
Purpose/Objectives: This study pilots a qualitative meta-analysis of three existing, small-scale qualitative studies in educationto illustrate the potential of cross-case analyses to build a more influential knowledge base. The findings of the meta-analysiscontest the notion that “time-to-degree” is a valid marker of a student’s success in college. The article also offers a critique ofthe meta-analysis process and points to possibilities and challenges for other researchers to carry out similar cross-case studies.
Research Design: This qualitative meta-analysis of academically at-risk college students from three campuses of the CityUniversity of New York (CUNY) employs a form of cross-case research based in the constructionist approach, which generatesdata-based evidence in a narrative form and forges connections among different disciplines and data collected using a variety ofethnographic methodologies (interviewing, observation, textual analysis). Following a thematic analysis of each individual study,this meta-analysis follows the general tenets of grounded theory to code for the most frequent, emergent themes, or organizingprinciples across the studies. The researchers further focused on a single overarching theme (contesting “on time” graduation asa marker of academic success) to pilot in the cross-case analysis.
Conclusions/Recommendations: This meta-analysis study contests time-to-degree as a valid criterion for evaluating students’academic success in college. The findings emphasize the importance of evaluating the progress of academically at-risk studentswithin a demographic, social-cultural and institutional context. Factors such as work and class status, parenting and familyissues, as well as mental and social health challenges can significantly impede students’ capacity to graduate within traditionaltwo-year or four-year time frames. The pilot meta-analysis provides a model for other small-scale qualitative researchers toengage in coordinated cross-case analyses as a means of making their research more robust and generalizable. Ultimately, theauthors claim that qualitative researchers within higher education can use meta-analyses to power up small-scale studies toimpact institutional policies and academic practice. They conclude that researchers should find ways to “go public” with theirdata, so that they may have a greater impact on the policies affecting students and institutions.

After years sweating through the happy toil of designing research projects, collecting field data, and writing and revising separatequalitative studies, our finished products landed with a whisper rather than a drum roll. Though our small, methodologicallydifferent, qualitative research studies about academically at-risk college students made strong claims about student literacy,classroom culture, institutional neglect, and the complexity of student lives, taken separately each study lacked resonance andbreadth, and failed to spark institutional or public conversation about these issues. Sitting with completed projects, we wonderedif it was possible to “power up” our research by triangulating the data from our studies into a more far-reaching study that couldmeet our original goal: to impact the educational debates over academic standards, testing, and access to higher education thatcontinually rage within our public university and throughout the nation.
Our intentions were boosted when we turned to the methodological claims of Ruthellen Josselson (2006) and Michelle Fine (2006),who call upon small-scale qualitative researchers to attempt integration of their work and, in so doing, create “a jointmultilayered jigsaw puzzle” that both retains the detail and richness of the original studies and builds a more robust and powerfulknowledge base (Josselson, 2006, p. 4). The project that follows answers Josselson’s query: What would a meta-analysis of
qualitative1 studies look like? A question we expand further: Could the triangulation of qualitative studies develop new knowledgeas well as increase the resonance and persuasiveness of small-scale educational research?
Though the methodologies of research synthesis have long been used successfully for combining quantitative studies in education(Ahn, Ames, & Myers, 2012), less has been written about cross-case analysis of qualitative research. Noblit and Hare (1988)proposed meta-analysis of ethnographic case studies in order to enhance initial findings without losing the richness and site-basedfocus of the original primary studies. Schofield (2002) presents a “case study method” that argues that it is possible to achievegreater generalizability and applicability of qualitative studies through the “aggregation” or “comparison” of individual qualitativestudies. Like us, her “hope is that … meta-ethnography (meta-analysis) may be able to produce new, more inclusive concepts thatwork better than those from any particular study” (p. 198). Major and Savin-Baden (2011) detail how meta-analysis of qualitativeresearch has been successful in the health and professional fields, but fail to point to effective meta-analysis in educationalresearch. Similarly, our literature review yielded a dearth of research that attempted this powering up of qualitative, ethnographicstudies. While a few methodology-based articles offer small examples of meta-ethnography (Doyle, 2003; Purcell-Gates, Perry, &Briseno, 2011; Rice, 2002), all of the existing studies focus on cross-case analysis of other researchers’ data, not a collaborative
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meta-analysis of researchers’ own completed studies, such as we propose here. Through this project, we hope to demonstrate howsmall-scale qualitative researchers can collaborate on their own work, within and across disciplines, to power up data, and therebygain a greater audience and impact for their work.
Thus, this article has three distinct but overlapping purposes: to pilot an exemplar of a cross-case methodology that demonstrateshow existing small-scale qualitative studies can be combined to develop stronger data claims; to show how triangulating thesesmall-scale studies produced a specific data claim (in this case that “on time” graduation rates are a faulty criterion for evaluatingcollege student success) that helped us respond to policy decisions made at our public university; and to show the potential oftriangulation of small-scale studies to help teachers and academic researchers more forcefully and effectively enter the publicdebate over literacy, standards, and educational access.

METHODOLOGY
In completing this project we have employed a form of cross-case analysis that Major and Savin-Baden (2011, p. 656) call theconstructionist approach, which favors the “presentation of higher order themes” in a narrative form and takes into accountconnections among different disciplines. To show how this sort of higher-order triangulation can work, we used our threecompleted studies, which were conducted independently at three campuses of the City University of New York (CUNY), and weredeveloped out of three different disciplines: urban education, psychology, and composition. As we read one another’s studies inpreparation for a panel presentation at the Conference on College Composition and Communication, we realized that though wehad not collaborated previously, each study presented similar fluid, context-rich data on students’ lives and educationalexperiences. We were struck by the substantial intersections among our findings and realized that our studies had both the strong
overlap and necessary differences to make the kind of meta-analysis Josselson (2006) calls for worthy and possible.2 (See AppendixA for a description of each individual study.) Though the participants in our studies varied in age, race, ethnicity, and otherdemographic factors, the cohorts all shared one important trait: They were academically struggling students who would all beconsidered “remedial” or “developmental” students under CUNY’s current admission standards.
Our methodologies varied, yet they still had plenty in common: We used similar ethnographic data-collection approaches(interviewing, analysis of student writing, and observation), as well as similar methods of thematic data analysis and a narrativewriting style. We also realized that though there was some overlap in our conclusions, our studies did not paint a singular “line ofargument,” offering complexity and nuance, rather than replication (Major & Savin-Baden, 2011, p. 656). Combined, our threestudies tell a fuller, more complex and therefore stronger and more powerful story of academically underprepared students andthe substantial obstacles they face in attaining a college degree. Thus, through the process of cross-study integration describedbelow, we enhanced our overlapping findings, adding texture and nuance to the singular perspective of our original studies.
To complete our meta-analysis, we used the general tenets of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to recursively work throughthe data without setting a hypothesis for what we were going to find. Our initial step was to read, code, discuss, and compare ourfindings, looking for emergent themes, or organizing principles, across the three studies. As themes surfaced, we categorized themand revisited each study looking for instances of each. After further comparison, we documented the most important themes thatappeared with the greatest frequency (Charmaz, 2005; Dey, 1999). This process of emergent coding led us to a number ofconvergent themes related to challenges to students’ academic success: the significance of pedagogy and programmaticstructures; the importance of relationships (faculty/staff-student, student-student, student-family); the role of high expectationsand academic rigor (or lack thereof); physical and mental health concerns of students; and the impact of race, ethnicity, and class.These organizing principles were then further categorized, as we sought to highlight the interconnections among the studies andconfirm which themes had sufficient evidence of support (Charmaz, 2005).
As we completed this phase of integrating our studies, one “overarching theme” emerged more clearly: Every student in our studyhad outside-the-classroom challenges and roadblocks to their academic success (Rubin & Rubin, 1995). In all three studies, from avariety of institutional contexts and student cohorts with striking differences, we began to recognize how difficult it was for ourparticipants to succeed in college in a timely way. In their interviews and written memoirs, the students told stories of mentalhealth crises, dependent-care issues, financial troubles, and inconsistent housing that prevented them from progressing towarddegree on a “typical” timeline. Not one of the students in our cohort was on a traditional trajectory toward college graduation(defined as a BA or BS degree in four years). Even accounting for the national trend that today’s students take longer to graduatethan students from past decades, the students in our study were off the “common chart.”
Simultaneous to our process of data triangulation, the latest round of media-hyped, local and national controversy over studentsuccess and academic standards hit our university. A key component to this latest call for accountability outcomes in schoolsfocused on equating academic success with speed, in direct contrast to the story our data told, where slow, recursive progressindicated educational achievement. In particular, writers in the popular press, politicians, and educational administratorsthroughout the U.S. seemed overly focused on time-to-degree as a crucial criterion by which to judge student and institutionalsuccess. Yet the students in our studies, many of whom we considered to be “successful,” were creeping their way through theeducational system in good standing. Through triangulating our data, we could show why students were not meeting the traditionaltimeline for attaining a two-year associate’s degree and four-year baccalaureate, what is often termed the “on time” graduationrate.
Having identified an emergent theme that conflicted with the current emphasis of on-time graduation as an academic successmarker, we returned to our data to look for the most important factors impeding students’ timely progress toward a college
degree.3 We began this more directed process of triangulation by tracing each of our core findings across the other two studiesthrough a thematically driven content analysis. After coding each of our studies for issues that profoundly influenced time-to-
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degree for the participants, we wrote the multimodal discourse that follows. Though one of us wrote an initial version of eachsection, we all edited and reinforced one another’s work during the revision process. At the end of the article we critique not onlythe overall worthiness of this kind of meta-analysis of qualitative studies, but also the specific methodological decisions we madealong the way.
EMERGENT THEME 1: TRIANGULATING CLASS STATUS

The financial stability of the student cohort in our studies limited student success in college in a variety of ways, none moreprofound than the ability of members of the lower class to even start a college career. Low-wage earners often face an economicconundrum: They cannot advance in their jobs because of their lack of education, yet working full time prevents them fromenrolling in and completing college courses. In all three studies, there were a number of students whose academic progress hadbeen delayed by economic factors and the need to earn a full-time living before earning a college degree. For instance, AprilChambers spent years working as a “domestic” before going back for her GED and then more years before she applied to college.Similarly, it took 14 years from the time Carmen Martinez finished high school to set foot inside a college classroom despite herself-described “hunger” for learning; as a high school student, she was counseled away from college and into the world of work. Ittook her 10 years to get a college degree. Similarly, Rosa Santana earned her AA and BA degrees 20 years apart, the latter justprior to retirement. Sandra Victor completed a BA and an MA in eight years, the former after many failed attempts to restart.Florence White, a secretary for a civil service agency, returned to college 26 years after first attending.
Once they are in college, work hours and academic hours are in constant competition for students’ time. Based on studentquestionnaire data, of 21 freshmen in one cohort, nine students were holding down jobs, working from four to 25 hours per week,even though all but three of the students in this study had just graduated from high school and were under 20 years of age. All 14of the participants in another study were working 40 hours per week at city agency jobs. Because the third study did notspecifically uncover working hours, we could tell who was working only by those who mentioned it unprompted during interviews.At minimum, of our 44 student participants across three institutions in the CUNY system, 26 (or 59%) reported working full or part
time.4 This sample matches quantitative data provided by the university. According to the 2006 CUNY Student Experience Survey(City University of New York Office of Institutional Research), 65% of CUNY full-time students work, with 34% working more than 20hours per week. Of course, the number of hours students work limits the number of hours they can spend on schoolwork outsidethe classroom. Hence, there is an established statistical relationship between hours worked and time-to-degree (Bound,Lovenheim, & Turner, 2007).  Academic progress is slowed by excessive work schedules in a number of ways: the inability to takerequired courses at the time they are offered (this is especially detrimental when it disrupts a required course sequence); lack oftime to do homework, leading to low grades and failed courses; lack of time to make use of supporting academic services likewriting centers or academic advising; and the difficulty of participating in group projects or extracurricular activities (Lehman,2002).
Looking closely at the financial situations of the individual students in our studies supports the quantitative data above and tellsmuch more of the story of how educational progress and work are in conflict. Eduardo, a student in one of our studies, is olderthan a traditional college student (30 years of age) and works more than half time at a restaurant. He is motivated, attends all ofhis classes, and makes great progress in his writing during his first semester. Still, Eduardo reported that he was often tired in classbecause he was working until 2 a.m. at the restaurant. At the start of the academic year, Eduardo cut back his working hours to fitschool in, but clearly, the amount he worked meant he was going to proceed through the requirements of his BA degree at muchless than full pace. Even in his first semester, Eduardo was already feeling the pressure of both exhaustion and tight finances. Byhis midterm interview, he had upped his work hours to 24 from 20. He was hopeful that he could make it to the end of the fallsemester and then double-up on hours during winter break. For Eduardo, the pressure to earn money while attending school willalways be a conflict. He was able to succeed in his basic writing course, passing the university-required writing exam and the class(the course was graded pass/fail). But as school work intensifies, requiring more out-of-classroom hours (and possibly moredemanding, college-level assignments), a student like Eduardo is going to experience increased conflict between short-termfinancial needs and long-term educational goals. Eduardo’s story is indicative of the financial dilemma faced by many students inour study.   
Other students further demonstrate this conflict. Sandy works as an administrative assistant on Long Island; Wilma and Ana work ascollege assistants in the department of African American Studies; and Parminder works as a security guard. Such students reportedthat their work posed logistical difficulties in arranging an academic schedule. Because there are so few remedial classes offeredat the college they attend, and they are offered during daytime hours only, many students struggle to fit classes around their workschedules. This challenge diminished both their desires and abilities to persist. One student laments that the only way to maintainfull-time status was to adopt a schedule that kept her at the college six days per week, a schedule that is not tenable in the longrun.
Beyond the need to work, many in the cohort have financially tenuous support for their education. Dell is supported by his “off thebooks” housecleaning mother; Jeannie is a single mother supported by family members; Giovanni is living with his family in “theprojects”; Jarrod lives in transitional housing after losing both his parents and spending time in jail; and Lelania lives in a grouphome for young persons who have spent most of their lives in foster care. Clearly, students without stable incomes havecompromised living situations, which hinder their focus on academic progress. Christina describes losing her home, friends,educational opportunities, and health to heroin addiction. Happily, after nine months in a women’s sober house program, she wasliving her “second chance” in a subsidized apartment. It is only when she has a stable living environment that Christina is able tomake progress toward her degree.
Of course, the stable income that leads to stable housing is generated from stable employment, a conundrum for the participants
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in our studies since full-time employment also had a negative impact on time-to-degree. All the participants in one study hadsteady incomes because this cohort was enrolled in a worker education program (WEP) that required students to be over 25 yearsof age and members of a labor union. The students in this cohort were all full-time civil servants employed as clerical andsecretarial workers by a variety of New York City agencies. Thus, they had stable jobs with working-class to lower-middle-classsalaries. In addition, these participants benefitted from tuition assistance provided by their unions to students who attend WEP.This assistance was a crucial factor in enabling these students to attend college. As one student says:
My union local was sponsoring an adult education program that offered 24 tuition-free credits toward an undergraduatedegree. It was a chance of a lifetime and right on time. At this point, it did not matter what the majors were. Free wasfree.

For all of the students in the worker education program, their jobs helped provide access to college, even covering some of thecosts. And certainly their stable income provided a degree of security that students in the other two studies did not have.However, working full-time jobs in order to maintain access to free tuition impacted students’ ability to progress in a timelymanner toward a college degree, despite the fact that the WEP was designed with students’ work schedules and careers in mind.One student says:
First and foremost I think this is a program that is catered, or designed, for the adult learner and it tries to make it easierfor adults to participate. . . . Here in this program you can take one class one night a week, and that makes it veryappealing.

WEP provided students more flexible schedules than the other two colleges studied, enabling students to work full time and fulfilltheir financial obligations. Because the program was designed to accommodate students’ work schedules and time constraints,rather than a traditional but arbitrary need to graduate quickly, students are better able to persist. However, average time tograduation in the WEP was six years—and this included the many students who entered with transfer credits. While the WEPprogram provides a model for how to offer students access to and support in college that can lead to success, even with thissupport students still struggle to progress speedily toward a degree. Though the WEP understood that students’ need to jugglework and college slowed their progress through the program, it relied upon its poor time-to-degree statistics being overlooked bythe university because of the tiny size of the program. In fact, one instructor in this study commented:
There is a shift away from funding precisely that kind of student in the CUNY system and going for these undergraduatesat the day level who graduate in four years. So, [WEP is] already under fire in that way. The vision of the ideal CUNYstudent is not the WEP student, so the whole system is skewed against them. That’s the big overarching system.

In short, our qualitative data reveal the deep connections between the precarious financial status of students and their success incollege as judged by their ability to attain a college degree in the traditional four years. With rising tuition and associated schoolexpenditures (books, technology costs, public transportation) the amount of students’ economic resources devoted to college hasincreased exponentially in the post GI-bill, post baby-boom era of college education. Thus, students’ socio-economic backgroundplays an increasingly crucial role in time-to-degree. In terms of class status, the CUNY student cohort differs strikingly from the
national college student cohort. The 20025 Student Experience Survey from the CUNY Office of Institutional Research reveals that38% of CUNY students had a family income of less than $20,000 per year. For community college students, the number rises to 50%.Furthermore, 22% of CUNY students support at least one child, while 13% are single parents, making child support a significantfactor in CUNY students’ financial picture. Forty-six percent of CUNY students are the first in their families to attend college,indicating that close to half of the students come from working-class backgrounds, where money spent on education is not thenorm. The low household income and general economic instability of this cohort of CUNY students plays a significant role in theirability to achieve academic goals within traditional time frames.
Despite differences in students’ ages, hours worked, type of job, or college attended, the evidence shows that the need to workand the troubled financial status of the students—even with the income earned from work—had a direct impact on the age atwhich our participants attended college, their ability to take classes, satisfactorily complete the work in their classes, maintainpassing grades, and accumulate credits. Financial life factors contributed mightily to complicating the logistics of college:scheduling conflicts, time to study, ability to meet with professors and work collaboratively with other students outside theclassroom, as well as ability to pay tuition. Students’ lack of financial resources and the hours they work to create some degree offinancial stability substantially increased their time-to-degree. Though economic class factors and time-to-degree were notprimary focal points of any of our original studies, the strength of this finding, and the deep implications for university policy,emerged as we viewed our studies in concert.

EMERGENT THEME 2: TRIANGULATING FAMILY AND PARENTAL CONSTRAINTS
Though none of our three studies asked explicitly about them, children and family emerged as significant obstacles to “on-time”degree completion in a variety of complex and sometimes contradictory ways. Across the three studies, many of the students whowere parents expressed the passionate belief that children were a crucial motivation to attend college. Rosa speaks for many ofour participants when she explains why she went back to school: “I felt I needed to be an example to my children. They needed toknow that higher education was an attainable goal.” Jeannie, a single parent who describes herself as “both father and mother” toher young adult son, also decided to attend college in order to be a role model and motivation for him as he flounders post-highschool, unsure of what to do with his life. Jeannie quite consciously connects her college learning (specifically from psychology andchild development classes) with her parenting and argues that being a student has made her a better parent while being a parentreinforces her desire to be in school, despite her academic struggles. Jeannie wants her son to do what she did not do—get a
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degree at a more “traditional” age—and she desperately hopes to vicariously travel that road with him while also acting as a rolemodel. Dell expresses this theme of family as motivation even more broadly. He sees his college degree as a vehicle to improve thelives of the women who raised him.
At the same time, children (especially though not exclusively young children) presented a substantial obstacle to timely degreecompletion for the parents in our studies. Ana, the single mother of an 18-month-old child, expresses most simply and clearly thestresses of her dual role as mom and college student and the challenges of sustaining this momentum over the course of herstudies.

I have so many things to do. I am literally going crazy. I’m taking 5 classes and I’m here [in college] from Monday toSaturday. And when I get home . . . then I have to feed my daughter, then make dinner, then clean up, go upstairs, pickup the mess she’s made, and then start on my homework. It’s too much but I have to do it.
Similarly, Carmen is a clear example of how motherhood can impact the earning of degree credits in the traditional four-year timeframe. Carmen never took more than two classes per semester and often only enrolled in one course. She also stopped attendingcollege for a couple of semesters in order to care for her own mother when she was diagnosed with cancer. Sandwiched betweentwo generations with immediate needs greater than her own long-term educational goals, college completion was a decade-longproposition for Carmen. In a section of her memoir entitled, “Mommy’s in College Now,” she writes of the daily challenges andguilt associated with pursuing a college degree.

Sometimes I’d feel selfish for depriving them of their regular routine on the night I was in class. The sitter preferred towatch them in her own apartment, but luckily we lived in the same building. . . . Up we would go in the elevator, metrying to catch up on their day because I knew once we got home, it was straight to bed, they had school in the morning.However, this was a lot easier said than done. Imagine trying to listen and respond to the complaint of one sister doingthis to another; or being informed by one child that she does not eat what the sitter served and was still hungry; or thattomorrow was a class trip, or that she wasn’t able to finish her assignment, because she needed my help, or etc., etc.,etc.
Phyllis, another adult student, also left school when problems with her adolescent children became too overwhelming to managealong with her studies. Fortunately, when things stabilized with her sons, she made her way back to college. Reading her studentrecord without knowing her life, one would assume that Phyllis was not dedicated. But again, the immediate needs of childrensupplanted the educational goals of the primary caregiver.
In Deborah’s case, when her son faced a serious mental health crisis she was on the verge of leaving school—less than a semesteraway from receiving her BA. But Deborah was convinced to stay and finish by Caroline, a beloved academic advisor in the WorkerEducation Program. Without this kind of personalized support, Deborah is convinced that her family troubles would have derailedher from completing her degree. She says:

I am grateful to Caroline who is the only person with whom I shared some of that which I was experiencing [around myson]. Caroline encouraged me when I was about to leave school because the stress seemed to be too much.
In great contrast to Deborah’s experience, other students in the cohort experienced the more typical anonymity of CUNY campuseswhere students are hard pressed to find this kind of personal support needed to overcome emotional, time-consuming family andlife situations that can hinder academic success and even cause students to leave school. Linda leans on her adjunct-facultywriting teacher for support, as she tries to make her way in school as a young single parent. She completes the course whilemeeting regularly with her instructor during office hours, yet makes a poor decision not to take the university-required writingexam, a choice that will delay her degree completion later on. In an interview, the adjunct faculty member questions her owntraining and knowledge of institutional rules, rhetorically asking, “It’s my first semester, how would I know that if she did not takethe exam her registration would be stopped?” Though the instructor tries to support her students in ways that are far beyond theacademic requirements of the course, her lack of institutional knowledge leads to a delay in this young mother’s progress todegree.
Across the three studies, parents also played a significant role in students’ journeys to degree completion, even for those whowere now parents themselves. However, parents’ roles were frequently ambivalent. Sometimes parents fostered educationalambition in their children; sometimes they couldn’t. While many parents wanted their children to succeed academically, they veryoften had no idea how to realistically support the attainment of their children’s educational goals.
Examples of parents with low educational levels who fought for better educational opportunities for their children—getting thembussed to desegregated schools, bringing home discarded books from a job as a porter at a private university for the kids to read,instilling in their kids the idea that “an education is something that cannot be taken from you”—sat side by side with stories ofparents whose educational aspirations for their children were constrained by what they believed was possible given the raced,classed, and gendered nature of educational opportunity for working-class students of color (the majority in all three studies).
Carmen is very clear about this tension:

Although Mami had a sense that a college degree could better one’s financial situation, living the life of a poor, workingclass woman, college was not at the top of her priorities—survival was. And that is why I believe she told us if you go tocollege. . . .
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Carmen’s mom feared creating aspirations in her daughters that could not be met. Lisa, an African American adult student,confirms this sense that parents communicated societal constraints to their children.
I also grew up in an era where women, especially Black women, you weren’t prepared for an education that was going tolead you to college. You were prepared for an education that would get you a high school diploma and then you wouldprobably get married and have children.

Rosa affirms this sense that parental aspirations were held back by the very real limits they saw imposed in a racist society. “Ourgreatest educational goal was to finish high school and get a white-collar job.”
While these parents valued education in the abstract, they were often unable to translate this lofty ideal into concrete support fortheir children’s education. As parents, they had no idea how to intercede in schools on their children’s behalf. Ivy, the child ofChinese immigrant parents, writes:

My parents didn’t know anything about the educational system here. We went to Catholic school because it was safe. Ihave a set of older cousins, so we basically did what the Chungs did. . . . I think the most glaring thing was when mycousin’s daughter was applying to high school and they went on tour after tour and she asked a lot of questions and theyhad family discussions and in just one hour they had more discussions [about education] than I’ve had all my life with myparents. . . . When I went for a tour of my high school, we walked around, she had no questions, my mom. What did welook at? The bathroom. That’s it.
This sense of parental disconnect from her educational experiences led Ivy to attend and drop out of no less than three collegesbefore enrolling in the Worker Education Program as an adult.
Gillian explains her own delayed college attendance underscoring her sense that “my whole educational process was one where Ifeel like everything just happened by default, there was no planning … my parents were not really involved.” April is succinct insumming up the reasons for her parents’ lack of support for her educational aspirations: “My parents did not attend high school, soI think they parented from their limited experience; they couldn’t give what they did not have.”
Many of the traditional-age freshmen in the cohort were less understanding of their parents’ limitations. Sandy, in particular,defined college success as “leav[ing] family behind.” Sandy’s central compromise is grounded in her decision to distance herselffrom friends and family members that do not understand the college experience. Sandy worries that these previous connectionswill impede her capacity to grow as a student and scholar. Although Sandy’s academic journey is in its initial stages, she alreadyfeels the need to meet new people with whom she will share an intellectual connection. For her, separation from family becomes asurvival strategy when she finds that relatives are unable to support her pursuit of a college degree. Wilma, too, feels rejected bya family that has been denied the opportunity of higher education and, in turn, rebuffs her desire to complete a college degree.She articulates the sense that college separates students from their families. “It’s not that they’re not proud, because they are.But, because they’re proud, they don’t like me. . . . They think I’m better than them.” Other students, in two of the studies,affirmed Sandy’s and Wilma’s sense that lack of family support could be an obstacle to college success and that distancing oneselffrom family was a necessary, albeit painful and potentially risky, strategy that could leave them without emotional or materialsupport while pursuing their degrees. Hence, this bid for independence from family in the interest of obtaining a degree couldeasily become an obstacle to timely degree completion because of the emotional and financial isolation it implies.
Both the children and parents of the participants in our studies presented complex emotional and material challenges to students’academic success. Our participants’ lived experiences of family were quite far from those of the (stereo) typical childless collegestudent with ample parental financial and emotional support. Families were both a crucial factor in these students’ educationalambition and at times a very real burden that slowed their progress to degree.

EMERGENT THEME 3: TRIANGULATING MENTAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL FACTORS
Students across the three studies described the dissociative educational experiences of racial and ethnic minorities. Ivy, thedaughter of Chinese immigrants, stated that she “never felt comfortable and [was] always an outsider [in high school].” Upongraduation, she felt like “an inmate being released after serving his prison term.” Another adult student, Deborah, discusses theimpact of racism on her experiences within a recently desegregated high school. As Deborah reflects, “I was attending a highschool under racial stress … [the poor Black and Hispanic students] were left to fend for themselves.” She affirms that her parents’commitments to academic success for their children helped her persist despite the obstacles, while others “might feel inferior andwithdraw.” Similarly, Florence, a student in the WEP wrote in her memoir:

My days at my new school were not good. I met discrimination and other people’s prejudices for the first time. . . . I wasthe only black student in my new class. . . . The teacher was the one who chose for whatever reason to separate me fromthe other students.
Florence’s memoir also reveals an instance in which she qualified for acceptance into a private school, but was passed over for awhite student whose credentials and admissions test scores were not better than her own. Florence affirms:

I received a notice that another student and I had received the same highest score. A decision was made to accept theother student who was a white male. . . . That one incident left a scar that reminds me every time injustice is shown
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towards me.
Outsider status and prejudice continued as a factor in the college years, which some attribute to heightening their “fears offailure” within higher education. Sandra reflects on taking three psychology classes and feeling “at odds” with professors whooften conveyed “[negative] research findings on black people . . . that I did not accept.” Sandra affirms that she also feltalienated from the other students at this primarily white institution. She affirms, “I can’t remember making one white friend [atcollege]. There was hardly any interaction between them. I didn’t feel like I really belonged there; it was like being on borrowedtime. . . . Before long I was placed on academic probation.” Consistent and pervasive messages that students of color would notsucceed in higher education caused many students to delay the start of college and to postpone the completion of difficult writingassignments. For example, Parminder acknowledges failing to submit essays on time in his English class and repeatedly failingdespite his instructors’ efforts to work with him and grant him extensions. Yet students’ awareness that earlier failure can (andshould) be attributed to discriminatory practices (within and beyond the college classroom) does not totally assuage theiranxieties. Reflecting on her inability to complete her college applications, April writes: “I made an important discovery about myprocrastination. It stems from my fear of failure. . . . Fear of failure is a powerful obstacle. Deep down inside I did not believe Ihad what it took to complete a college degree.” The trauma of racism and discrimination can lead to doubts about self worth andacademic ability that plays into students’ delay in attending school and in their full commitment to college once they are in theclassroom.
Our cohort of academically at-risk college students also faced significant traumatic home-life experiences, often associated withlower class status. One member of the cohort, Christine, framed her narrative around her addiction to heroin and the loss of hercapacity to earn a living, maintain an apartment, and make healthy choices for herself. She recalls her parents’ alcoholism andemotional abuse in early childhood as well as falling into her own serious addiction.

I was twenty . . . and I went out to [live with] my mom, and I tried college, and it didn’t really work out, ‘cause Icouldn’t really get off the couch, ‘cause I was like smoking pot and just, you know, existing. I wasn’t doing what Iwas supposed to be. . . . So then, Jesus, I don’t know, just a bunch of crap, and the next thing you know I wasusing drugs. Hard drugs. And I lived that way for about 6 years. I picked up heroin at 26, and then, you know . . .I couldn’t function.
Christine’s narrative provides evidence of the ways that growing up in a troubled household can delay an attempt at highereducation. By her own estimation, Christine was behind in her reading and writing skills from a very early age. Her subsequenttrouble with addiction kept her from enrolling in college for 10 years. When she did enroll, she began her higher education work indevelopmental education, a correct placement, but one that would further delay her “on-time” progress toward a college degree.Although Christine affirms that she has remained sober for a number of years now, her capacity to abstain requires regularattendance at 12-step meetings, daily communication with her sponsor, and maintaining a variety of service commitments to herrecovery program. Although these obligations hinder Christine’s ability to maintain a full course load, they also are inextricablylinked, for Christine, with her commitment to progress, albeit slowly and steadily, toward her degree.
Wilma and Ana narrate even more violent and traumatic abusive experiences that impeded their ability to develop essentialacademic abilities before enrolling in college and have led to emotional struggles that make it difficult for them to moveexpeditiously through their current academic programs. Wilma relates one of the most striking examples of childhood abuse andhardship. Her narrative begins with the abuse she suffered at the hands of her mother, and culminates with Wilma’sacknowledgment that she finds herself perpetuating the cycle of violence with her daughter.

One day my mother came home. I tried to surprise her so I cleaned the whole house. I believe my mother wastrying to go to school at the time. So, I took all her papers and she came home and beat me very bad, to thepoint I looked like the boy from [the movie] ‘The Mask.’ . . . When I woke up, I couldn’t lift my head. My facelooked awful. My mother didn’t take me to the hospital. What she did was apply butter to my face—it’s a homeremedy—and covered up the mirrors in the house.
For the duration of Wilma’s childhood, she attempted to survive a series of tragic and painful events including continued physicalabuse, eviction from numerous apartments, sleeping on floors within the homes of her mother’s friends, and when her motherremarried, being molested by her stepfather.

My step-father molested me. . . . And I didn’t tell my mother. . . .  I thought it would happen one time and that’sit. . . .  But after a while it started happening again. I was scared to tell my mother because she was veryabusive.
Ana’s story, like Wilma’s, includes instances of abuse that preclude her capacity to raise her 18-month-old daughter andfocus her energies on earning her college degree. Upon immigrating to the United States from the Caribbean, Anastruggled with her father’s apparently excessive concerns for her safety. According to Ana, her father refused to allow herto explore her new community and befriend the children in her classes. She says, “Because of the way my father was, Igrew up to be the type of person who never went out. I was so housebound, I didn’t go anywhere except school andhome.” A couple of years ago Ana met a young man for whom she developed strong feelings and initiated a sexualrelationship. Shortly thereafter Ana became pregnant and remains overwhelmed with the gravity of her newresponsibilities. She also discovered that her current boyfriend sought to control her in ways similar to her father and thuswould not make her happy in the long term.
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Ana: Once I started seeing him, I got pregnant, right off the bat. So, I could either get an abortion or stay withhim and get to know him, and I was encouraged to do that. So, I had the baby, but things did not workout because we did not get along. Now, I’ve found out that he’s crazy.Interviewer: How did you discover that?Ana: Just little things. I was not allowed to have any friends—male or female. … Last time he showed up and mycousin showed him in. My new boyfriend was there so [my ex] got upset. He said to me, “I want to seemy daughter.” I went upstairs and he choked me, and said, “Who’s that?” Well, I didn’t want to make ascene. Then he kept talking about marriage.
The sorts of struggles with violence and abuse narrated by Wilma and Ana preclude them from feeling safe and secure throughoutthe course of their everyday lives and undoubtedly thwart their attempts to carry full course loads and develop the skills neededto place out of developmental classes in their first two years of college.
The theme of a troubled and insecure home life carries through other members of the cohort. One of the most poignant andpainful life-stories reported was by Jarrod, who describes losing both parents within the first seven years of his life through drugoverdoses and being taken to live with his grandparents. Shortly thereafter, Jarrod’s grandmother had a stroke and becameincapacitated, rendering Jarrod almost exclusively within the care of his elderly grandfather. Jarrod’s narrative, althoughrecounted stoically, depicts stark images of a childhood overtaken by drugs, aging, illness, and death. When asked about one of thegreatest challenges he has faced thus far, Jarrod reflects on being sentenced to a four-month stint in prison for engaging in aphysical altercation and injuring another person. The pain and deprivation of these four months remain with Jarrod, ensuring thathe does not partake in the sorts of behaviors that could lead to another prison sentence. Moreover, it endowed Jarrod with aunique acumen concerning the everyday freedoms many people take for granted, as well as what is required to survive a prisonterm.

Well, I have to say, the day I went to jail [was the most difficult]. I got arrested when I was 18. I did four monthsin Rikers. That, that whole experience like changed my life around. It made me see, realize like, how importantlife is and if, jail is not the place for anybody, and going to jail you have no type of freedom. You have to eatwhen they tell you, you have to use the bathroom, you have to shower when they tell you. And then you can bein a small room, or you’re in a dormitory with fifty or forty other guys, and that’s not, that’s not how I like to be.Jail is not for me.
Jarrod’s narrative conveys a slice of what it feels like to be incarcerated as a young person who has not yet completed high school,but has hopes to earn his high school diploma and attend college. Moreover, Jarrod illuminates the ways that severe loss andisolation in early childhood can lead to the sort of frustrations and “anger problems” that Jarrod acknowledges in his story. As acurrent resident in a subsidized living facility for youth with “conduct and violence disorders” he is required to comply with anumber of treatment and community-oriented programs, many of which interfere with his capacity to attend classes and moveforward with his college degree. For this cohort of students, dealing with traumatic home lives (past and present), practicing theskills needed to manage emotions successfully, and reconciling various struggles (loss, prejudice, discrimination, incarceration)delay matriculation and completion of college credits. Though their academic aspirations may match those of traditional collegestudents, their unstable home lives prevent them from reaching educational benchmarks within time frames set for full-time,continuously enrolled, economically secure college students.

CONCLUSION 1: TIME-TO-DEGREE AS AN EDUCATIONAL MARKER
By triangulating our three small studies, we demonstrate that, given CUNY students’ complicated, nontraditional lives, time-to-degree is an unreasonable and inaccurate lens through which to judge students’ success in college. As indicated by our largercohort, work and class status, parenting and family issues, as well as mental and social health challenges clearly impede thesestudents’ capacity to graduate within traditional two-year or four-year time frames. Conducting this cross-case analysis did notsimply affirm findings from our original studies. In fact, the question of time-to-degree as a marker of success was not a conclusionmade by any of the original studies. The triangulation process generated a new knowledge base from which we could draw adifferent, stronger conclusion. (See Conclusion 3 below for a discussion of this “methodological finding.”)
Our cross-case analysis confirms previous research conducted in public, urban higher education about how the complex, multiple-demand lives of students interfere with the speed at which they can complete coursework (Richardson, 2005; Roberts &Rosenwald, 2001; Tannock & Flocks, 2003; Tierney, 2000; Tinto, 1997). Our findings corroborate evidence that college progress andstudent learning is improved by the length of time spent in college and via the completion of developmental classes (Bettinger &Long, 2009; Callahan & Chumney, 2009; Rose, 2012; Sternglass, 1997). Our data show that students (and institutions) should not beheld to a “normalizing standard” of degree completion. Speed to graduation, or completion rates, are an extremely reductiveunderstanding of successful learning and achievement (Bound, Lovenheim & Turner, 2007). A recent article in The Chronicle ofHigher Education, “Do College-Completion Rates Really Measure Quality?” features a series of educational administrators andpolicy consultants commenting on the contentious use of time-to-degree as a measure of educational quality (Ramaley, 2012). Inhis section, Thomas Bailey, a professor of economics and education at Teachers College and director of the Community CollegeResearch Center, states, “This measure [the on-time graduation rate] may make sense for selective four-year colleges, where moststudents attend full time immediately after high school. But it is much less meaningful for community colleges, where manystudents attend part time, return to college after an absence, or transfer from another institution” (2012, p. A18). Bailey toucheson the obvious flaws in applying a degree completion marker as a way to discredit institutional success. Our study goes further bydetailing the other complex reasons for slow progress: the economic, social-emotional, and dependent-care burdensdisproportionally faced by students who attend public two- and four-year colleges. Though in some cases the time-to-degree
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statistic has been expanded to four years for the community college degree, and six years for the bachelor’s degree, thesestudents represent the outer fringes of even that arbitrary marker. In a blistering critique of a Center for an Urban Future report,Jeffrey Lax concurs that the idea that “low graduation rates demonstrate a failure of the system (and therefore a disservice to thestudents) profoundly oversimplifies—and misstates—the true goals of a community college and its students” (2012, p. 119).  
Our triangulated study underscores the limitations of applying a measure of success based on an incoming first-year studentpopulation of homogenous 18-year-olds moving to college campuses for four years of liberal arts study. Instead, the expandedstudent cohort represents a diverse cross section of CUNY students in terms of age, race, ethnicity, language ability, and academicstanding. This cross section of academically at-risk students included traditional-age students who have just graduated from cityhigh schools; adult single parents who are returning to or starting college after years of employment in various city agencies;recently immigrated students arriving with some academic skills, but large language barriers; and a hodgepodge of students withunique stories of life stress and strife that include homelessness, addiction, foster care, illness, jail, and domestic violence. (SeeAppendix B for a listing of each study participant.) In addition, our findings can be generalized across a wider institutional context,including four- and two-year colleges, a variety of departments, and different points in the students’ progress toward a degree.
For these students, a longer-than-average time-to-degree should not be construed as failure on their part, but rather as adistinctive, but acceptable, trajectory for those whose lives have been fraught with academic, home-life, and economic struggles.Judith Ramaley, president of Winona State University, explains the conundrum of on-time graduation for open-access institutions:

Many institutions that serve a broad range of students have reason to worry that data on degree completion willbecome dashboard indicators of institutional quality. It is too easy for institutions that serve exceptionallywell-prepared students to look good and for institutions that serve a significant proportion of nontraditional andunderrepresented students to look bad. (2012, p. A16)
Our triangulated findings support the idea that the “faster is better” marker is a simplistic view of what success at an open-accessuniversity with a diverse and academically underprepared student cohort should mean. Reductive statistical measures, socommonly used in public debates over educational issues, need to be judged within a demographic and institutional context. Anover-emphasis on completion rates fails to take into account the educational mission of our university, and other publicopen-admission institutions, where the goal is access and opportunity, not selectivity. By looking across our studies at students’experiences of financial, familial, and emotional struggle, we show, more powerfully than we could with one study alone, the needfor alternative indicators of academic success for a considerable proportion of students, especially those at the developmentallevel who are at the greatest risk of leaving college (Adelman, 1996). The students in our study do succeed, precisely because theycontinue to persist in college. Their success should be judged not by how long it takes, but by whether they remain in goodstanding during their studies and eventually attain the degree that provides the chance for social and economic mobility.

CONCLUSION 2: INFLUENCING ACADEMIC POLICY
With the power of cross-case analysis to produce more robust and generalizable results we are on a stronger footing to influencedebate over educational policy at our home institution, where our findings dramatically conflict with the universityadministration’s public portrayal of academically struggling students.  Specifically, our project speaks back to the false depictionof this student cohort as academic failures simply because they do not graduate within traditional time frames. This argumentplayed a crucial role in a major policy change at our university— one that continues to have repercussions today. A decade ago, theBoard of Trustees of the City University of New York voted to dramatically scale back its 30-year-old policy of open admissions bymoving all remedial coursework to community college campuses, thus denying access to senior colleges to thousands of studentseach year. Conservative politicians and critics, who claimed that the university’s academic standards had been sacrificed to awide-open door of admissions, articulated the main arguments in support of this decision. Specifically, critics of open admissions
chastised the university because of the number of students requiring remedial coursework,6 the length of time it took for studentsto finish the remedial course work, and ultimately the low on-time graduation rates of its students. Though the figures for on-timegraduation were technically accurate, they were cited without accounting for the range of students and programs involved, nor didthey compare the statistics to those of similar institutions or cohorts of students nationally. On-time graduation figures were usedto mislead the media and university board into thinking that CUNY students’ low graduation rates were indicative of under-achieving students and poorly designed programs. Rather than take into account the life factors that can increase time-to-degree,critics of CUNY, like then mayor of New York City Rudolph Giuliani, called the lack of on-time graduation for CUNY students “reallysad” and dismissed any attempt to explain the student life factors and socio-demographic or programmatic influences ongraduation rates as a “defense of failure … and some of the silliest things I’ve ever heard” (Giuliani, 1999).
At the time, the academic community attempted to fight back, arguing that sending remedial students to community college
radically reduced their chances of attaining a baccalaureate (Lavin & Weininger, 1999).7 We held rallies. We distributed hastilywritten resolutions. We went to board meetings to offer testimony. We believed our experience, our knowledge of literacyeducation, and our understanding of the complexities of the classroom and our students’ lives would be heard. But in the end welost the battle against reductive statistics and terse sound bites made by politicians and board members who had never taughtcollege classes or run academic programs. We lost because we fought back with classroom stories, syllogisms, and gut-level claims,rather than a body of local, consistent, longitudinal, cross-cohort research. The two large-scale studies, Marilyn Sternglass’qualitative, longitudinal study of developmental students Time to Know Them (1995) and David Lavin and David Hyllegard’squantitative analysis Changing the Odds: Open Admissions and the Life Chances of the Disadvantaged (1996), were barelymentioned in the debate. Though the cohorts in these two studies overlapped a great deal, no meta-analysis of their data orconclusions was developed to push back against the decision of the CUNY Board to move all remedial students to communitycolleges, a judgment which would be based on a one-time, impromptu essay exam.
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Move the clock a decade forward, and faculty at CUNY still have little influence on debates about access, academic standards, andstudent literacy, which continue to influence who, what, and how we teach despite a recent flurry of other small-scale educationalstudies whose findings are consistent with our own (Callahan & Chumney, 2009; Colyar & Stich, 2011; Fowler & Boylan, 2010;Osterholt & Barratt, 2010). In August 2011, a CUNY committee consisting of 10 university administrators and academic officersreleased an internal CUNY report titled “Proposals to Improve Success Rates for Students in Developmental Education at CUNY”(Crook et al. 2011).  Without a single faculty member on the committee (and certainly not any who teach remedial courses), it wasnot surprising that the report recommends “speed” at every turn. The report advises scaling up the Accelerated Study in AssociatePrograms (ASAP) for developmental students and the streamlining of remedial course sequences. It encourages intersessionimmersions over full-semester courses and the implementation of “brush-up” modules and online tutorials as alternatives tocourse-based remediation programs wherever possible. Underlying all the recommendations is “the assumption that remedialstudents can benefit by beginning and completing developmental coursework as quickly as possible” (p. 3). The report offers noevidence that this assumption is supported by any data on student success or improved learning outcomes. Clearly, the report sitsin direct contradiction to our study: Not only does it laud the idea of speedy, steady completion of coursework as a marker ofacademic success—it enforces that idea. The report recommends the following:
Require students who have remedial needs at the beginning of their first semester to take remedial instructionthat term and to progress through their remedial course sequence continuously until they exit, with the goal ofcompleting all reading, writing, and mathematics remediation in the first year. Enforce this policy withregistration stops. Require students who fail a remedial course to retake it in winter/summer immersion. (p. 14)

Though the CUNY ESL Discipline Counsel wrote a resolution decrying the report’s emphasis on speed, and the CUNY Compositionand Rhetoric Community (CCRC), an ad hoc group of writing faculty from all CUNY campuses, condemned the report as well,neither group was able to provide the outcomes assessment or research-based evidence that could contest the emphasis of thereport: that speed is the best marker of learning. In the year since, the report’s recommendations have been slowly and steadilyimplemented at campuses throughout the university, reducing access in the name of a false marker of student success. The reportsits in direct contradiction to much of the national research on learning and student achievement in our three disciplines of
psychology, urban education, and composition.8 Providing the national research in tandem with our localized, powered-up study ona CUNY cohort could have a much greater impact.
Currently, our university administration continues to ignore the national research and laud the success of the policy thateliminated remediation from senior colleges by boasting in a 2011 report about a 4.3% rise in on-time graduation for baccalaureatestudents (City University of New York Office of Institutional Research, 2011).  The statistics include a 12% increase in six-yeargraduation rate for African-Americans and 16% for Hispanic students. However, the two-year graduation rate for an associate’sdegree for full-time, first-time freshmen has remained stagnant, at 0%, over the same time span, and the four-year graduationrate for an Associate’s degree has barely risen from .4% to .7%. Even if the rise in bachelor’s degree completion overall, and incertain minority categories, is something to applaud, this completion rate is achieved only by removing a large group of studentsfrom the statistical pool. When completion rates, rather than attainment rates, are the marker of success, it pushes administrativepolicy in the direction of limiting access, so as to ensure that a higher percentage of students graduate. A greater marker ofsuccess for a public university that prides itself on access for the poor and educationally underserved would be attainment ratesfor college degrees, or the percent of all eligible students that complete a college degree, regardless of how long it takes. Giventhe interruptions to educational progress represented in our triangulated study, time-to-degree seems an especially speciouscriterion on which to base a major policy change. Other measures, even statistical ones, would better represent true studentsuccess. In “Many Two-year Students Are Counted as Failures,” Eric Reno, president, Northeast Lakeview College in Texas, suggeststhat “the only legitimate measure of student success” should be if a student remains “in good academic standing whether or notshe was currently enrolled” (2012). Using good academic standing as a measure would show the students in our study to be highachievers and success stories not just when they finish their degrees years later, but during the long time “learning their way”toward a college degree.

CONCLUSION 3: CRITIQUE AND POSSIBILITIES FOR CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
In this final section, we reflect on the process of cross-case analysis and review some critical decisions we made as we movedthrough this pilot project. We also point to the possibilities of cross-case analysis as a way for researchers to “go public” with theirdata in order to influence policy at their institutions and/or become more active in public debates about education, standards, andliteracy.
Though plenty of methodology texts detail the steps and considerations of qualitative research, there is too little attention to thenext wave: how to integrate studies. Therefore, the methodology for our triangulation project developed out of the processes wefollowed in our individual studies. For example, we followed an “open-net” process of evidence accumulation, comparison, andnarration. We accounted for differences in point-of-view and admitted the flaws in our process, while extracting the solidevidence. In this way, we follow Major and Savin-Baden’s (2011) advice to construct new knowledge, “creating and critiquing newinterpretations” while retaining “epistemological integrity” (p. 655).
One crucial decision for any group of researchers who attempt cross-case analysis is whether to return to raw data or to work fromfinished studies. We considered both approaches and determined that we would use our completed studies. Returning to ourmounds of raw data would both prove unwieldy and violate the confidentiality we had guaranteed our participants through the
informed consent process.9 Most importantly, we felt returning to transcripts and primary evidence would destroy the generative
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flow of our work. The raw data had already been culled and moved forward through our writing, and the most important findingssurfaced through our individual, theme-based analytical methods. The goal now was to continue this generative flow, to lookdeeply across the three studies to see the connections, contradictions, and nuances in our findings—to write our way into a newwhole out of three already completed parts. This decision proved fortuitous when we realized that our existing “written up”research already provided us with more intersections and shared data points than we could ever cover.
In addition, though we describe it in the methodology section above, our overarching theme of on-time graduation rates deservesfurther scrutiny here. Why not look at academic achievement or writing skills or many other confluences in our initial studies? Aswe read and wrote about one another’s research, some of the things we hoped to find were simply not there or emerged stronglyin only one study and weakly in the others. In Tim McCormack’s study of a single classroom, a whole chapter is spent on analysis ofstudent writing, revealing the language issues that prevented students from making meaning. But a close linguistic reading of thestudents in Jason VanOra’s study would not be possible, as samples of writing were not collected; and in Emily Schnee’s study, are-reading of all of the students’ literacy narratives for linguistic features would have been necessary. Similarly, VanOra’s findingsabout students’ multiple selves and their impact on self-efficacy within the classroom would not have been possible in theMcCormack and Schnee studies since they did not include in their protocol the sorts of life-history questions aimed at revealingpersonal and social identity (McAdams, 1995). In addition, the finding that students’ mobility aspirations were not, in fact, aprimary motivation behind the academic persistence of the working adult students in Schnee’s cohort would not have beenrelevant to the much younger, un- and underemployed students in both the McCormack and VanOra studies. As is always the case inethnographic research, more is left out than included; that is the nature of the beast. Though we cast a wide net over all of thestudies at the start of the project, as we worked through our cross-case analysis, much of the catch was returned to the sea.
Since our initial motivation to experiment with cross-case analysis came from our desire to boost the power of our research, it wascrucial to focus on strongly substantiating only the most compelling findings. Simply put, as you would with raw data, we werelooking for the strongest support for the most crucial claim. Cross-case analysis, like all good research, requires telling the storythat the data provide, and our data led us most convincingly to contest the significance of on-time graduation to student success.
However, we had to be careful of our own bias in relation to this overarching theme. As faculty members on different CUNYcampuses, our experience told us that the on-time graduation rate was a faulty metric for judging our students’ success. In ourclassrooms and offices, often amid tears and fist pounding, we had seen the life factors and academic challenges that limited ourstudents’ timely completion of our own coursework. There was a sense that we needed to be sure we had certain evidence for ourexperiential knowledge of barriers to student success. Still, in discussions and through our writing, this focus on time-to-degreerepeatedly emerged. It seemed clear that though these were individual student stories within individual studies designed fordifferent purposes, all of the evidence pointed conclusively to why students’ progress toward degree is slow. Thus, we resisted thistheme, until way into the process when the “evidence weight” overcame our worries about bias. This thorough investigation ofstance and bias is a necessary stage in any research project, of course. Such rigor gains importance in cross-case analysis becauseit is easy to succumb to the “egging each other on” feeling that can occur when like-minded researchers work together on existingresearch with similar conclusions.
We feel it is important to reiterate that time-to-degree only emerged as a strong theme during the integration process. Some ofour triangulated findings supported claims we made in our original studies, but we chose to focus on time-to-degree because itshowed the ability of cross-case analysis to generate new, more powerful knowledge, and because the obsession with time-to-degree had been so emphasized as a justification for ending remedial courses at the senior colleges at our university. By focusingour new work on this finding, we were able to directly counter the opinion that slow time-to-degree represented a failure of thestudents and the institution.
Lastly, we have to question if the success of cross-case analysis is partly dependent on choice of studies to triangulate. Whytriangulate these particular studies? As mentioned in Conclusion 1, our studies made good candidates because they enabled us toprovide a larger context and cohort size for contesting time-to-degree. Though there were plenty of differences between ourstudent cohorts and their institutional settings, these students were all academically at-risk, and all part of one urban, publicuniversity. In addition, since the students were all at different points in their academic careers, it again allowed us to expand thebreadth of what we could claim about academic progress.
Further, our three studies made worthwhile candidates for cross-case analysis because of the interdisciplinary backgrounds of theresearchers, the variety of methodologies we applied, and our distinct units of analysis. This variability is viewed as a strength byDoyle (2003), who lauds the capacity of meta-ethnographic research to bring together a vast array of purposes, agendas,backgrounds, and questions. McCormack, trained in composition and rhetoric, utilized traditional field notes, interviews, artifactanalysis (of student writing), and historical sequencing. VanOra, a social psychologist, used Dan McAdam’s (1995) life-historyinterview methodology combined with a semi-structured interview about educational experiences and an additional paired-interview, in which five participants were interviewed with a significant other who was identified as a positive contributor to theiracademic endeavors. Schnee, trained in urban education, used semi-structured interviews as well as the composing and analysis ofliteracy narratives. These different disciplinary perspectives and methodologies offered multiple research lenses through which toview the student cohort, their academic achievement, and the context of their academic and home lives. All of these distinctionsenabled us to feel secure in the generalizability of the claims we could make and the support we could offer for those claims.Thus, while we benefitted from the commonalities in our studies, in a crucial, seemingly contradictory way, we also benefittedfrom our differences.
However, as Josselson (2006) acknowledges, our different methodological approaches, disciplinary backgrounds, researchquestions, and units of analysis are both an asset and a challenge in attempting to power up our studies through meta-analysis.
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While we found many rich and compelling points of convergence in our research, any post-facto attempt at triangulating dataderived through non-coordinated studies invariably reveals moments of disjuncture as well as coordination. Often, we foundourselves wishing we had known to pursue one another’s research questions, to try out one another’s methods, and to expand (orcontract) our units of analysis to fill in the gaps that inevitably emerged from retrospective triangulation. The idea that we found“the same thing” (Fine, 2006) in our different contexts points to the need for researchers to seek out collaboration acrossdisciplines, universities, and institutions more often. This pilot study affirms the need for small-scale qualitative researchers tocoordinate efforts during the development and data collection phases of research projects in order to increase the generalizabilityand impact of the work we do.
We hope this pilot inspires our readers to struggle with us in figuring out how to make small-scale qualitative educational researchmore resonant, to enhance what Michelle Fine calls the “provocative generalizability” of our studies, and to help us “rethink andreimagine [the] current arrangements” of our field and the policies and politics that dominate our lives as educators (2006, p. 33).Of course, to more deeply influence debates over education, standards, and student literacy on our campuses and beyond, weaspire to do more than produce robust research results through cross-case integration and publish them in scholarly journals.Though a worthy goal in its own right, developing a valid methodology for triangulating studies is only the first step in “goingpublic” with what we know. We hope researchers such as ourselves will not only triangulate their studies, but find ways to presenttheir combined results in public forums and outlets: rewriting our academic work into institutional policy statements, pressreleases and editorials for public media venues; developing talking points and presenting ourselves as experts in our fields; andcarrying our data with us in digestible sound-bite form as we attend institutional and public forums on education. As Linda Adler-Kassner and Susanmarie Harrington suggest:

It’s time to move beyond academic discussion. We need to take our perspectives and our programs public: it’stime to take data in hand, with rhetorical fierceness. We need to assess, and frame, this information foraudiences outside of our programs, as well. (2006, p. 44)
Developing new knowledge by integrating existing studies offers small-scale educational researchers an immediate, profoundlyrich, cost-effective, and powerful research tool that can have greater impact than the original studies achieve on their own. Themore powerful claims that we are able to make through cross-case integration enable us to enter the public debate and push backagainst the reductive rhetoric that so often dominates public discourse of education and too often destroys valuable programs andinitiatives based on inconclusive data or faulty logic. We imagine countless newly minted, small-scale qualitative research projectslike our own sitting on shelves and hidden in hard drives at colleges and universities throughout the country. These worthy, smart,expert projects can be raised up as part of the next wave of qualitative research in education, research that must be robustenough to push back against the decision makers who too often control who, what, and how we teach.
Notes
1. Josselson uses the term “narrative” studies. Our studies, which are ethnographic, interview-based, and use memoir writing byresearch participants, rely heavily on narrative structures and analysis.2. In the methodology discussion section at the end of this article, we discuss how the cohort, context and design of our originalstudies both helped and hindered our meta-analysis project.3. Kotamraju and Blackman (2011) offer a list of “inherent risk factors that prevent students from graduating” that is fairly typicalin the literature.4. Since our studies were not primarily focused on this issue, we do not have specific data on the working lives of every student,and it is quite possible that more than 22 were working, but they did not mention their jobs during interviews.5. We use the 2002 study because it is roughly in the middle year of when our studies were completed. The statistics reported hereare relatively stable in subsequent years. The survey was not conducted prior to 2002.6. According to CUNY’s Office of Institutional Research, 43% of first-time freshmen entering the senior colleges needed at least oneremedial class (1998 CUNY Office of Institutional Research). Though this number sounded deplorable to the general public, thefigure was actually not far off the national average. According to Adelman (2002), 41% of college students in the United States hadto take one or more remedial courses.7. Research indicates that students who begin their college careers at community colleges are significantly less likely to completea BA or BS degree. See Lavin and Weininger (1999).8. Fowler and Boylan (2010) show that college students in developmental classes face many challenges that supersede their lack ofacademic abilities, and ultimately, instructors need to learn about and develop strategies for confronting those “nonacademic andpersonal issues that create barriers to success” (p. 2). Bevan, Slate, and Moore (2012) examine students’ negative perceptions oftheir assignment to developmental classes in community college. Colyar and Stich (2011) show how students’ economic and socialclass impact their confidence and educational success. Osterholt and Barratt (2010) detail the variety of developmental studentsand the faultiness of a one-size-fits-all educational model. Callahan and Chumney (2009) examine the experiences and academicoutcomes of basic writing students at a community college and a four-year research university and find that institutions play asignificant role in developmental students’ opportunities to succeed by controlling access to support resources and the “culturalcapital” of the institution.9. This process would require returning to the IRB for all three original studies.
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Appendix A
THREE QUALITATIVE STUDIES

OF ACADEMICALLY AT-RISK STUDENTS, 1999-2006

Researcher Tim McCormack, a composition and rhetoric scholar, conducted a semester-long ethnography of a basicwriting classroom at City College. Literacyscape: The History, Politics and Practice of Basic Writing details the lived experienceof one instructor and her students as they “reinvent the university” in various writing and reading tasks as the students preparefor a high-stakes writing exam. Findings of the study showed how students’ academic success was limited by how basic writingcourses are linked to the college admissions process, the program’s inability to account for language differences, the nonexistentteacher training, the lack of a cohesive curriculum, and an overemphasis on the outside-the-classroom exam. By revealing thedaunting complexity of the basic writing classroom, this study ultimately claims that the proposal to end remediation at CUNYsenior colleges was unfounded because the practice of remediation was not examined within educational parameters.  
Researcher Emily Schnee, a scholar of urban education, conducted a study on the impact of college on adult studentsenrolled in a union-supported worker education program at CUNY. Using the writing of educational memoirs by researchparticipants as well as open-ended interviews, Teetering at the Fulcrum: Possibilities and Constraints in a College WorkerEducation Program examined the impact of students’ educational backgrounds on their college experiences and explored theways in which the worker education program worked to produce successful college outcomes for nontraditional students.
Researcher Jason VanOra, a social personality psychologist, studied “remedial” writers at one of CUNY’scomprehensive colleges. Through a series of narrative, thematically oriented analyses, “I Just Wanna Be Successful in Life”:Revealing Struggles, Strategies, Selves, and Wisdom in a Narrative Study of Students Assigned to Remedial Classes explored thephenomenological experiences of students assigned to basic writing classes. The findings emphasized that students’ strugglescentered primarily around writing, institutional constraints, and feelings of failure and powerlessness within the classroom. Thisproject revealed students’ creative re-imaginings of the college classroom as a site of academic success and re-framings offailure as a component of a larger, successful academic trajectory. The study provides strength-based perspectives on basicwriters within CUNY and proposes curricular changes that would enable “remedial” students to feel more empowered andconnected to the larger college community.

Appendix B
Literacyscape: The History, Politics,and Practice of Basic Writing. AnEthnographic Study of a BasicWriting Classroom at a Four-YearCollege

“I Just Wanna Be Successful inLife”: Revealing Struggles,Strategies, Selves, and Wisdom inaNarrative Study of StudentsAssigned to Remedial Classes

Teetering at the Fulcrum:Possibilities and Constraints in aCollege Worker Education Program.A Qualitative Study of AdultWorker Education Program Studentsat a CUNY Four-Year College
1. Abeni, male, 19, Africa2. Begum, female, 20,Bangladesh3. Ben, male, 18, Vietnam4. Carver, male, 18, Haiti5. Charity, female, 18, Ghana6. Geeta, female, 20, Guyana7. Ghazi, male, 18, SaudiArabia8. Eduardo, male, 30, Mexico9. Homer, male, 47, U.S.(Black)10. James, male, 19, GreatBritain (Black)11. Juanita, female, 21, ElSalvador/Puerto Rico12. LaToya, female, 18,Jamaica13. Lawrence, male, 19, U.S.(Black)14. Leanna, female, 20,

1. Sandy, female, 19, Latina2. Wilma, female, 31, Latina3. Ana, female, 26,Caribbean4. Dell, male, 19, AfricanAmerican5. Christine, female, 34,White6. Jeannie, female, 47,Caribbean7. Givoanni, male, 20, Latino8. Ramon, male, 19, Latino9. Jarrod, male, 21, AfricanAmerican10. Parminder, male, 25,Middle Eastern11. Lelania, female, 19,Jamaican

1. Brenda, female, 50s,Caribbean, mother2. Ivy, female, early 30s,Chinese American3. Carmen, female, 30s,Puerto Rican, mother4. Deborah, female, 50s,African American, mother5. April, female, 40s,Caribbean, mother6. Florence, female, 40s,African American, mother7. Phyllis, female, 40s,African American, mother8. Sandra, female, 40s,African American, mother9. Rosa, female, 50s, PuertoRican, mother10. Gillian, female, early 30s,Caribbean11. Lisa, female, 40s, AfricanAmerican, mother
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Ecuador15. Lewis, male, 21, China16. Pierre, male, 19, Haiti17. Roberto, male, 19,Dominican Republic18. Rosa, female, 19, Mexico19. Shafiqul, male, 19,Bangladesh20. Saleem, male, 19, U.S.(Black)21. Tsegu, male, 23 Japan22. Vladislav, male, 20, Russia

12. Nelly, female, 40s, AfricanAmerican, mother13. Samuel, male, 30s, Latino,father14. William, male, 40s, AfricanAmerican, father

Note. All participant names in all studies are pseudonyms.
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